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LECTURE 1
An Introduction to Proof Complexity

One of the threads that led to our present notions of computational complexity was
research on automated theorem-proving. This influence is evident in the title of Cook’s
famous paper introducing NP-completeness, “The complexity of theorem-proving proce-
dures” [28]. The complexity classNP is characterized by the following simple property:
A languageL is in NP iff all strings inL have a short, polynomial-time-checkable proof
of membership inL. This notion of proof at first seems a little foreign when compared
with the familiar notions of proof in mathematical logic but, as the NP-completeness of the
satisfiability problem shows, they are intimately connected.

Although formal research on the complexity of proofs beginsearlier, at least with work
of Tseitin in 1968 [55], it was Cook who in the 1970’s suggested that proof complexity
bounds would give us answers to complexity questions such asseparatingP from NP.
In particular, if one can find a polynomial-size family of tautologies that doesnot have
polynomial-size proofs then this will separateNP from co-NP and thus separateP from
NP. While doing this is certainly quite hard, the theory of proof complexity breaks this
problem into smaller, more tractible problems of proving such lower bounds for specific
proof systems, that can be seen as steps towards this goal. Part of the attraction of this
approach is that these concrete steps are very interesting in their own right and have useful
implications for automated theorem-proving.

1.1. Proof Systems

Consider the boolean formula satisfiability problem, SAT. For formulas in SAT, there is
always a short proof of satisfiability – a satisfying truth assignment – and therefore SAT
is trivially in NP. However, for formulas not in SAT, it is not that clear what a proof
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2 PAUL BEAME, PROOF COMPLEXITY

of unsatisfiability could be. Some possible proofs are transcript of a failed search for
satisfying truth assignment, truth tables, deductive proofs using proof rules (sometimes
called Frege-Hilbert proofs), resolution proofs. The question is, can one always make sure
that short proofs exist using one of these types? If yes, thenNP = co-NP. This leads to
the definition of a proof system.

Definition 1.1. A proof systemfor a languageL is a polynomial time algorithmV such
that for all inputsx, x 2 L iff there exists a stringP such thatV accepts input(x; P ).

We think ofP as aproof thatx is inL andV as averifier for proofs of this form. The
complexity of a proof system is a measure of how largejP j has to be as a function ofjxj.1
Definition 1.2. Thecomplexityof a proof systemV is a functionf : N ! N defined byf(n) = maxx2L;jxj=n minP :V aepts (x;p) jP j
We sayV is polynomially-boundediff f(n) is bounded above by a polynomial function ofn.

In this terminology,NP can be defined to be precisely the set of languages that have a
polynomially-bounded proof system.

Definition 1.3. A propositional proof systemis a proof system for the set TAUT of propo-
sitional logic tautologies, i.e. a polynomial time algorithmV such that for all formulasF ,F is a tautology iff there exists a stringP such thatV accepts input(P; F ).

The existence of a proof for each tautology is calledcompletenessof the proof sys-
tem. The fact that existence of a proof implies the given formula is a tautology is called
soundness. Since a formula is unsatisfiable iff its negation is a tautology, we can give the
following equivalent definition of propositional proof systems.

Definition 1.4. A propositional proof systemis a proof system for the set UNSAT unsat-
isfiable propositional logic formulas, i.e. a polynomial time algorithmV such that for all
formulasF , F is unsatisfiable iff there exists a stringP such thatV accepts input(P; F ).
Theorem 1.5([29]). There is a polynomially-boundedpropositional proof system iffNP =
co-NP.

Proof. We know that SAT isNP-complete. For any formulaF ,F 2 TAUT , :F 2 UNSAT , :F =2 SAT:
It follows that bothTAUT andUNSAT areco-NP-complete. From what we said above,
there exists a polynomially-bounded proof system forTAUT andUNSAT (i.e. a propo-
sitional proof system) iff both these languages belong toNP. �

Over the years, people have developed a large number of proofsystems. Given any
two such systems, it is useful to have a way of saying that one is as strong as the other.
One natural notion for this is to say one proof system at leastas powerful as a second proof
system if the former can “simulate” the latter efficiently. (We will see another, possibly
weaker, notion later.)

1Originally Cook and Reckhow [29] defined a proof system for a non-empty languageL as a polynomial-time-

computable functionf : �� onto! L, i.e.f(��) = L. Observe that this is essentially equivalent to our definition:
Given such anf , define a verifierV that on input(x;P ) accepts ifff(P ) = x. Conversely, given a verifierV ,

let x0 be any fixed element ofL, definef(hx; P i) = (x if V accepts(x;P )x0 otherwise
. Our definition also covers the

case whenL = ;.
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Definition 1.6. A proof systemU polynomially simulates(or p-simulates) a proof systemV iff

(1) BothU andV prove the same languageL, i.e.9P: V aepts (x; P )() 9P 0: U aepts (x; P 0)
(2) Proofs inV can be efficiently converted into proofs inU , i.e. there is a polynomial-

time computable functionf such thatV aepts (x; P )() U aepts (x; f(P ))
Definition 1.7. Proof systemsU andV are said to bepolynomially equivalentiff either of
them can polynomially simulate the other.

1.2. Examples of Propositional Proof Systems

1.2.1. Truth Tables

One naive way of proving that a formula computes a certain function is to give a completely
filled truth table for it. Whether the table is correct or not can be checked quickly relative
to the size of the table. However, the proof size itself is exponential, which renders this
proof system practically useless.

1.2.2. Axiom/Inference Systems: Frege Proofs

These systems have a set of axioms such asexcluded middlewhich says j (A _ :A),
meaning for any formulaA, one can derive(A _:A) from nothing. It further has a bunch
of inference rules such asmodus ponenswhich saysA; (A ! B) jB, meaning for any
formulasA andB, one can deriveB if A and(A ! B) are already present. (Axioms
schemas are merely inference rules with no antecedents.)

Each inference rule likemodus ponensis specified by a sequence of formulas with
a fixed set of variables, the last separated from the other by aj . A formulaH follows
from formulasG1; : : : ; Gk using an inference rule� if there is a consistent substitution of
formulas for the variables in� so that the resulting formulas to the left of thej in � are
chosen fromG1; : : : ; Gk and to the right of thej in � isH .

More precisely, a Frege system starts with a finite,soundandimplicationally complete
setR of axioms and inference rules each of the formF1; F2; : : : ; Fk jF for somek � 0
whereF1; : : : ; Fk; F are formulas. Axioms correspond to the casek = 0. Implicational
completeness means that the axioms are sufficient to derive any formula that follows logi-
cally from a sequence of formulas. Soundness means that the conclusion of the inference
rule logically follows from the premises.

To show that a formula is a tautology we start with the axioms and derive the for-
mula using the inference rules; to show that a formula is unsatisfiable, we start with the
formula and keep applying these axioms and inference rules to finally deriveFALSE. We
concentrate on the latter form to be more in keeping with the other proof systems we will
discuss.

More formally, aFrege refutationof a formulaF is a sequenceF1; : : : ; Fr of formulas
(called lines of the proof) such that

(1) F1 = F ,
(2) eachFj follows from an axiom inR or follows from previous formulas via an

inference rule inR,
(3) Fr = FALSE trivially, e.g.x ^ :x.
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The size of a Frege proof is the number of symbols in the proof.It is easy to see that a
Frege refutation of:F can be efficiently converted to a Frege proof ofF and vice versa.

Axioms/inputs 
are sources

F1

F11

F3

F4

F8

F9 F12

F2 F7

F10

F5
F6

F13

Inference rule
associated with 
each node

Sink labelled by tautology 
(or Λ for refutation)

Figure 1. The graph of a Frege proof

We can associate a directed acyclic graph with a Frege refutation in a natural way as
shown in Figure 1, where the implicit direction of each edge is from top to bottom. Each
node has an associated inference rule and is derived using this rule from the formulas that
point to it. An example of Frege refutation is shown in Figure2.

Subset of rules
a.  A, (A →→→→ B) | B

b.  (A ∧∧∧∧ B) | A

c.  (A ∧∧∧∧ B) | B

d.  A, B | (A ∧∧∧∧ B) 1.  ((x∧∧∧∧(x→→→→ y))∧∧∧∧((x ∧∧∧∧ y)→→→→¬¬¬¬x)) Given 

2.  (x ∧∧∧∧(x →→→→ y)) From 1 by b 

3.  ((x ∧∧∧∧ y) →→→→ ¬¬¬¬x) From 1 by c
4.  x From 2 by b
5. (x →→→→ y) From 2 by c
6.  y From 4,5 by a

7. (x ∧∧∧∧ y) From 4,6 by d

8. ¬¬¬¬x From 6,3 by a

9.  (x ∧∧∧∧ ¬¬¬¬x) = ΛΛΛΛ From 4,8 by d

Figure 2. Sample Frege refutation with 4 inference rules

It seems that there is an infinite variety of possible Frege systems; however, the fol-
lowing fundamental theorem due to Cook and Reckhow shows that it suffices to consider
any one of them.

Theorem 1.8. ([29]) All Frege systems are polynomially equivalent.

Proof. Consider two Frege systems given by axiom/inference rule setsR1 andR2. The
general form of an axiom/inference rule isG1; G2; : : : ; GkjH , meaning that givenG1,G2; : : : ; Gk, one can deriveH in a single step. The casek = 0 makes this rule an axiom.
We will show how to efficiently simulateR2 with R1.
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SinceR1 is implicationally complete andR2 is sound and finite, for every rule� inR2 of the formG1; G2; : : : ; GkjH , since(G1^G2^ : : :^Gk)! H is a tautology there is
a constant size proof inR1 of theH fromG1; G2; : : : ; Gk. Given any inference ofF fromF1; F2; : : : ; Fk in R2 using� (i.e. Fi = Gi[x : y℄; F = H [x : y℄ for some substitution[x : y℄), we can get a corresponding deduction inR1 by applying the substitution[x : y℄
to its proof ofH fromG1; : : : ; Gk. The size of this proof is proportional to the sum of the
sizes ofF1; : : : ; Fk andF .

Applying this argument inductively to each line of the theR2 proof, we get anR1
proof that is not too large — in fact linear in the size of theR2 proof. HenceR1 polyno-
mially simulatesR2. SinceR1 andR2 were arbitrary, the result follows. �
1.2.3. Gentzen Systems/Sequent Calculus

These are proof systems where statements are of the formF1; : : : ; Fk ` G1; : : : ; Gl, mean-
ing (F1 ^ : : : ^ Fk) ! (G1 _ : : : _ Gl). There are many variations but the following is
typical. The only axiom isF ` F . To prove a formulaG, one has to derivè G and to
refute it, one has to deriveG `. This is done using the axioms and rules of the following
sort for each connective, plus axioms that allow one to permute and duplicate formulas on
a given side of thè symbol:

(1) �; F ` � and�; G ` � imply �; (F _G) ` �
(2) � ` �; F implies� ` �; (F _G)
(3) � ` �; F implies�;:F ` �
(4) �; F ` � implies� ` �;:F
(5) Cut rule : � ` �; F and�; F ` � imply �;�! �;�

A canonical example of such a system is Gentzen’s system LK.
In general, as shown by Cook and Reckhow, sequent calculus systems are equivalent

to Frege systems. We can also characterize sub-systems of sequent calculus cleanly based
on the kinds of formulasF that are used in the cut rule. Sequent calculus is often used
in proof complexity instead of restricted forms of Frege proofs because it allows one to
be very precise in the power of system one generates by varying the cut rule. However,
reasoning about sequent calculus proofs is cumbersome to write down because of the large
numbers of rules and we won’t use them here.

One can, in fact, completely eliminate the cut rule from the sequent calculus and still
get a complete proof system. This much weaker system is equivalent to tableaux systems
which we now we briefly describe.

1.2.4. Tableaux/Model Elimination Systems

This is a refutation system in which one decomposes the givenformulas based on the sub-
formulas that might beTRUE simultaneously. One tries to eliminate each of these possibe
worlds from consideration. For example, if:(A ! B) is TRUE, thenA must beTRUE

andB must beFALSE and ifA $ B is TRUE then there are two possible situations, bothA andB are TRUE or both:A and:B must be true. Starting with the input formula,
we build a tree of possible models based on subformulas and close off each by deriving a
contradiction along each branch by finding any formula and its negation along the branch.
Because of their potential for nice search strategies in their extensions to handle quantified
logics these are among the more popular proof systems in automated theorem proving.
However, for propositional logic they are much less interesting since their complexity in
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the worst case is quite high. The best proofs here can be even larger than truth tables;
see [56] for a discussion of this system.

1.2.5. Resolution

Resolution forms the basis of the most popular systems for practical theorem proving.
Structurally, it is like a Frege system but it uses only CNF clauses. We start with the
original input clauses of a CNF formulaF and repeatedly pick pairs of clauses to apply
the lone inference rule, the resolution rule:(A _ x); (B _ :x) j (A _ B). In applying this
rule we say that we haveresolved onvariablex and call(A_B) theresolvent. The goal is
to derive the empty clause�, which is unsatifiable since it says that some member of the
empty set is true.

Exercise 1.9.Show that resolution may be simulated by sequent calculus where we start
with one sequent per clause and all cuts are on literals.

Resolution can only work with CNF formulas. However, we do not lose much by
requiring our input to be in CNF form. This can be seen by the usual procedure which
efficiently converts any given formula to one in CNF form (or DNF form in case we are
interested in proving the formula to be a tautology). This procedure was originally used
in the proof complexity context by Tseitin [55] and is familiar from Cook’s argument
reducing SAT instances to CNFSAT or 3SAT instances. The ideais to add an extra variableyG corresponding to each sub-formulaG of the input propositional formulaF . CF then
includes clauses expressing the fact thatyG takes on the value ofG determined by the
inputs to the formula. More precisely,

Definition 1.10. Given a Boolean formulaF over^;_;:, we create CNF formulaF by
including the clause(yF ) saying thatF is true and the following clauses for each subfor-
mulaG of F .� If G = H _ J , thenCF includes clauses(:yH _ yG); (:yJ _ yG) and(:yG _yH _ yJ).� If G = H ^ J , thenCF includes clauses(:yG _ yH); (:yG _ yJ) and(:yH _:yJ _ yG).� If G = :H , thenCF includes clauses(:yG _ :yH) and(yG _ yH).
Lemma 1.11. For any assignment� to the variables ofF , � satisfiesF iff there exists an
assignment� to the variablesyG such that(�; �) satisfiesCF .

Exercise 1.12.Extend the definition ofCF to include connectives! and$ and prove
this lemma.

ThusF andCF are equivalent as far as satisfiability is concerned. Since the size ofCF is polynomial in the size ofF , this argument allows us to convert any proof system
designed only for CNF formulas into a general proof system and preserve efficiency.

1.2.6. Davis-Putnam (DLL) Procedure

The Davis-Putnam or DLL procedure is both a proof system and acollection of algorithms
for finding proofs. As a proof system, we will see that it corresponds to a special case
of resolution in which the proof graph forms a tree. A simple David-Putnam algorithm is
shown in Figure 3. The formulaF jx 1 is created fromF by eliminating all clauses ofF in which the literalx appears and removing:x from all clauses in which it appears;
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the most widely used family of complete algorithms for satisfiability. 2

Refute(F )
(1) WhileF contains a clause of size 1

(a) Set variable to make that clauseTRUE

(b) Simplify all clauses using this assignment
(2) If F has no clauses then

(a) Output “F is satisfiable” and HALT
(3) If F does not contain an empty clause then

(a) (Splitting rule) Choose the smallest numbered unset variablex
(b) Run Refute(F jx 0)
(c) Run Refute(F jx 1)

Figure 3. Simple Davis-Putnam Algorithm

Clauses

1. a∨∨∨∨ b∨∨∨∨ c

2. a∨¬∨¬∨¬∨¬c

3. ¬¬¬¬b

4. ¬¬¬¬a∨∨∨∨ d

5. ¬¬¬¬d∨∨∨∨ b

a

b b

c d3 3

21 4 5

0 1

0

0

01

1

1

a∨∨∨∨ b∨∨∨∨ c a∨¬∨¬∨¬∨¬c

¬¬¬¬b ¬¬¬¬b

¬¬¬¬a∨∨∨∨ d ¬¬¬¬d∨∨∨∨ b

0 1

Figure 4. An example of a DLL refutation tree

A DLL refutation forms a tree with a branch at each node based on the value of a
variable. A leaf corresponds to an empty clause created fromone of the original clauses
of F by the partial assignment along that branch. We label each the leaf of the tree by one
of the original clauses that is falsified along that branch. Figure 4 shows an example of a
DLL refutation tree. (In order to have a convenient tree in this example we have ignored
the rule for clauses of size 1, also called unit clauses, and occasionally chosen another
variable on which to branch. In general, in drawing the tree when we apply this rule, we
will also include a node in the tree with two children, one of them a leaf representing the
assignment opposite to the one that satisfies the unit clause.)

There is a straightforward way to translate a DLL refutationto a tree resolution proof.
The result of this translation for the DLL example above is shown in figure 5. We associate

2As part of a general method for automated theorem-proving, Davis and Putnam [31] gave a procedure for finding
proofs of unsatisfiability by eliminating variables one by one. Their original procedure proposed eliminating a
variablex by computing all possible uses of the resolution rule that eliminatex and then discarding the original
clauses involvingx. This proved highly impractical because of its space usage so in implementing Davis and
Putnam’s ideas, Davis, Logeman, and Loveland [30] replaced it with a tree search procedure similar to that in
Figure 3. The names Davis-Putnam procedure, DLL, and DPLL are all frequently used to describe this class of
tree search procedures.
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Clauses

1. a∨∨∨∨ b∨∨∨∨ c

2. a∨¬∨¬∨¬∨¬c

3. ¬¬¬¬b

4. ¬¬¬¬a∨∨∨∨ d

5. ¬¬¬¬a∨∨∨∨ b

a:ΛΛΛΛ

b: a b: ¬¬¬¬a

d:¬¬¬¬a∨∨∨∨ b3 3

21 4 5

a∨∨∨∨ b∨∨∨∨ c a∨¬∨¬∨¬∨¬c

¬¬¬¬b ¬¬¬¬b

¬¬¬¬a∨∨∨∨ d ¬¬¬¬d∨∨∨∨ b

c: a∨∨∨∨ b

Figure 5. Creating a tree resolution proof from a DLL refutation

each leaf node with the input clause it is labelled with in theDLL refutation. For each node
both whose children have associated clauses, we resolve these two clauses on the variable
this node was branched on in the DLL refutation. The resulting clause is associated with
this node. We keep doing this until we finally reach the root and associate with it the empty
clause�. This gives a resolution tree deriving� from the input clauses.

The translation from a resolution tree to a DLL tree essentially reverses this process.
The only difference is that in general a resolution tree may apply the resolution rule using
the same variable more than once on a path from a leaf to the root. It is not hard to see
that any such tree may be pruned to produce a smaller tree resolution proof of the same
formula. After all such paths are pruned, the conversion is immediate.

Exercise 1.13.Show that any minimal size tree resolution proof resolves oneach variable
at most once on any path from a leaf to the root.
Hint: If there are two applications of the resolution rule toa variable on a given branch
then eliminate the application further from the root and retain only one of the two children
of the elminated application.

1.2.7. Nullstellensatz Proof System

We will consider several algebraic proof systems. All such proof systems are based on The-
orem 1.14 concerning simultaneous systems of polynomial equations over a fieldK. This
is a restricted form of Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz which also lends the name to the simplest
of these systems.

Theorem 1.14(Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz). A system of polynomial equationsQ1(x1; : : : ; xn) = 0: : :Qm(x1; : : : ; xn) = 0
over a fieldK has no solution in any extension field ofK iff there exist polynomialsP1(x1; : : : ; xn); : : : ; Pm(x1; : : : ; xn) in K[x1; : : : ; xn℄ such that

Pmi=1 PiQi � 1.

Clearly any common root of the original equations is also a root of any linear combi-
nation (with polynomial coefficients) of the correspondingpolynomials. Therefore, if we
can derive a the polynomial 1 in this way then the initial equations cannot have a common
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root. The other direction is more complex, although it is nothard to prove the special case
that we will need directly.

Note that the form of this theorem, which takes a universal statement, the non-existence
of a simultaneous zero, and translates it into an existential statement, the existence of the
polynomialsP1; : : : ; Pm, seems directly suitable for our purposes.

Given any CNF clauseC, we can translate it into a polynomialQC such thatQC
evaluates to 0 if and only ifC is satisfied. More precisely, letQC be the product

Qxi2C(1�xi)Q:xi2C xi. For example, ifC = (x1 _ :x2 _ x3) is a clause in the instance, we can
translate it into the polynomialQC = (1�x1)x2(1�x3). Let us also add polynomialsx2i�xi for each variablexi; this will guarantee only 0-1 solutions so the discussion ofextension
fields in Theorem 1.14 becomes irrelevant. IfC1; : : : ; Cm are all the clauses in the input
formula, then it follows from Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz that the formula is unsatisfiable iff
there exists polynomialsP1; : : : ; Pm+n such thatmXj=1 PjQCj + nXi=1 Pm+i(x2i � xi) � 1

Thesizeof a Nullstellensatz proof is the number of monomials in the polynomialsP .
Its degreeis the largest total degree of anyPjQj . 3

1.2.8. Polynomial Calculus

Polynomial calculus is very similar to the Nullstellensatzproof system. We begin withQ1; Q2; : : : ; Qm+n (whereQn+i = x2i � xi) as before. However, instead of trying to
combine polynomials and then simplifying, we start deriving new polynomials according
to the following rule. Given polynomialsR andS, we can inferaR+ bS for anya; b 2 K.
We can also inferxiR for any variablexi. The goal is to derive the constant polynomial1.
As discussed above, any common root of the original polynomials is also a root of any de-
rived polynomial. Therefore, if we can infer the polynomial1 then the initial polynomials
cannot have had a common root.

The degreeof a polynomial calculus proof is the maximum of the total degrees of
all polynomials appearing in the proof. Thesizeof a proof is the number of monomials
appearing in it. Any degreed proof has size at most

�nd� = nO(d) and it is known that one
can find a proof of degreed in timenO(d) using Gröebner-basis-like algorithm using linear
algebra [27].

Exercise 1.15.Show that every unsatisfiable formula overn variables has a proof of degree
at mostn+ 1 for Nullstellensatz as well as Polynomial Calculus over anyfield.

Another (and frequently quite convenient) way of viewing the polynomials in Poly-
nomial Calculus proofs is as multi-linear polynomials representing elements in the ideal
generated by the product of thex2i � xi.

Both Nullstellensatz and polynomial calculus proof systems depend on the choice of
field. Common choices areK = GF (p) or even the rationals or reals. It is also possible
to consider them over ringsZm, although they no longer necessarily represent complete
proof systems.

3In most discussions of the Nullstellensatz proof system, only the degrees of the coefficient polynomialsP are
considered. We include the input polynomials in the degree so that the degrees of polynomial calculus proofs are
directly comparable. Usually, they differ by only one or twobecause the coefficients of thex2i � xi polynomials
have the largest degree.
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1.3. Polynomial Calculus with Resolution - PCR

As the name suggests, Polynomial Calculus with Resolution combines the power of the two
underlying proof systems. For each atomic propositionx, a PCR proof has two variablesx andx0, wherex0 stands for:x. The equations governing values taken byx andx0 are:x+ x0 � 1 = 0; x2 � x = 0 and(x0)2 � x0 = 0. A clause(x1 _ :x2 _ x3) for resolution
translates as(1 � x1)x2(1 � x3) = 0 or equivalently asx01x2x03 = 0. Proof rules are the
same as those for Polynomial Calculus. Obviously, the extravariablesx0 do not affect the
degree of the proof since they could previously have been expressed as(1 � x) but they
may reduce the size bounds dramatically by eliminating monomials.

Exercise 1.16.Show that PCR simulates resolution with degree equal to the size of the
largest clause in the resolution proof and with no increase in size.

1.3.1. Cutting Planes

The concept of cutting planes was introduced to relate integer and linear programming
([35, 25]). The objects here are linear integer inequalities. For instance, a clause(x1 _:x2 _ x3) becomes the inequalityx1 + (1� x2) + x3 � 1. To these, we add inequalitiesxi � 0 and1 � xi � 0 to force each variablexi to have a value in[0; 1℄. (Since we will
consider only integer solutions this is enough to force only0-1 solutions.) The goal is to
derive the contradiction0 � 1 using the following three rules:

Addition: Froma1x1 + : : : + anxn � A andb1x1 + : : : + bnxn � B, one can
derive(a1 + b1)x1 + : : :+ (an + bn)xn � A+B.

Multiplication by positive integer: Froma1x1+: : :+anxn � A and any positive
integer, one can derivea1x1 + : : :+ anxn � A.

Division by positive integer: From a1x1 + : : : + anxn � B, one can derivea1x1 + : : :+ anxn � dB=e.
-x-y ≥≥≥≥ -2

-x+y ≥≥≥≥ -1

-x-y ≥≥≥≥ -2

-x+y ≥≥≥≥ -1

-2x ≥≥≥≥ -3

-x-y ≥≥≥≥ -2

-x+y ≥≥≥≥ -1

-2x ≥≥≥≥ -3

-x ≥≥≥≥ -1

Figure 6. Why is the proof system called cutting planes?

The reason this system is called cutting planes will be clearfrom Figure 6. The starting
inequalities define a region inn-dimensional space which is bounded by lines that might
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intersect at non-integer points. Adding two such inequalities yields a line that does not
pass through any integer point. Applying the rounding in thedivision rule to such an
inequality effectively shifts this line to the nearest integral point in the direction given by
the inequality. This way we “cut” into the feasible region making it a smaller one by
applying the division rule and taking the ceiling of the constant on the right hand side of
the inequality.

(a∨∨∨∨b∨∨∨∨c∨¬∨¬∨¬∨¬d)  (¬¬¬¬a∨∨∨∨b∨∨∨∨c∨¬∨¬∨¬∨¬f)
(b∨∨∨∨c∨¬∨¬∨¬∨¬d∨¬∨¬∨¬∨¬f)

a + b + c + (1-d) ≥≥≥≥ 1

(1-a) + b + c + (1-f) ≥≥≥≥ 1

(1-d) ≥≥≥≥ 0

(1-f) ≥≥≥≥ 0

2b + 2c + 2(1-d) + 2(1-f) ≥≥≥≥ 1

b +  c + (1-d) +  (1-f) ≥≥≥≥ 1

Resolution

Cutting
Planes

Addition

Division

Figure 7. Simulating resolution using cutting planes

It is not hard to see how cutting planes can simulate resolution efficiently.

Theorem 1.17.Cutting planes polynomially simulate resolution.

Proof. We apply the following construction inductively to each application of the resolu-
tion rule. Suppose that the resolution rule derives to(A _ B _ C) from (x _ A _ C) and(:x _ B _ C) where the literals inA andB are disjoint. Add the two inequalities that
correspond to(x _ A _ C) and(:x _ B _ C) and together with inequalityy � 0 for
each positivey in A or B and(1 � y) � 0 for each negative literal:y in A or B. This
results in an inequality in which the conversion of each literal in (A_B _C) appears with
coeffcient 2 and applying the division rule with = 2 yields the inequality corresponding
to (A _ B _ C). An example is shown in Figure 7. �
1.3.2. C-Frege Proof Systems

Many circuit complexity classes such as non-uniformNC1;AC0;AC0[p℄;TC0; andP/poly
are defined as follows:

C = ff : f is computed by polynomial size circuits with structural propertyPCg:
In a similar manner, we define aC-Fregeproof system to be any Frege-style proof systems
such that

(1) each line has structural propertyPC,
(2) there is a finite set of axioms and inference rules, and
(3) the system is implicationally complete for circuits with propertyPC.

Before saying anything more aboutC-Frege systems, let us quickly review some of the
important circuit complexity classes. (See [20], for example, for a more detailed discussion
of circuit complexity.)

P/poly : polynomial size circuits
NC1 : polynomial size formulas =O(logn) depth fan-in 2 circuits
CNF : polynomial size CNF formulas
AC0 : constant depth unbounded fan-in polynomial size circuitsusing^;_;: gates
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AC0[m℄: similar toAC0 with gates that test the predicate� 0 (mod m) added
TC0 : similar toAC0 with threshold gates added

We know the following relationships among these complexityclasses:� CNF � AC0 � AC0[p℄ � TC0 for p prime� TC0 � NC1 � P/poly � NP/poly

For the fieldK = GF(p), polynomial calculus (and PCR) are special cases ofAC0[p℄-
Frege where all formulas have� 0 (mod p) gates at the top and̂ gates below that.

Also, the cutting planes proof system is a special case ofTC0-Frege with all formulas
having depth 1.

Exercise 1.18.Show that every formula may be re-balanced to an equivalent one of log-
arithmic depth. (Hint: First find a node in the formula that has a constant fraction of the
nodes in its subtree.)

From the above exercise, and sinceNC1 circuits can easily be expanded into trees
(formulas) of polynomial size, it follows that ordinary Frege systems are polynomially
equivalent toNC1-Frege.

Resolution is a special case ofCNF-Frege.

1.3.3. Extended Frege Systems

Extended Frege proofs are like Frege proofs plus extra extension steps that define new
propositional variables to stand for arbitrary formulas onthe current set of variables. These
new variables are like the variablesyG in the conversion of arbitrary formulas to CNF.
However, they can be defined for any formula in the proof, not only for the input formu-
las. These extension variables allow one to write formulas more succinctly and appear to
increase the power of Frege systems.

Since each extension variable describes a circuit in the input variables, extended Frege
is equivalent toP/poly-Frege.

1.4. Proof System Hierarchy

Some of the proof system relationships that we know are summarized in Figure 8. (The
proof system ZFC at the top of the diagram is Zermelo-Frankelset theory with the axiom
of choice.) For all solid arrows in the diagram, the system atthe head of the arrow p-
simulates the system at the tail of the arrow. Furthermore, below Frege, the system at the
tail of an arrow is provably exponentially weaker than the one at its head. The dotted lines
represent incomparable proof systems.

One might ask why we keep working with weaker proof systems when there are
stronger ones we know. We do this for several reasons. First,different proof systems
formalize different types of reasoning that we use and it should be useful to understand
their capabilities and limitations. Second, many weaker proof systems such as Davis-
Putnam, Nullstellensatz and polynomial calculus have better associated proof search strate-
gies and are therefore more useful as theorem proving techniques than other stronger sys-
tems. Third, there is a natural correspondence between proof system hierarchy and circuit
complexity classes. As in circuit complexity, analyzing systems working upwards in proof
strength helps one gain insight for useful techniques.

Although we have placed ZFC at the top of the diagram (since itis capable of formal-
izing much of mathematical reasoning), we do not know how high the hierarchy goes or
even if there is some most powerful proof system sitting at the top of this hierarchy.
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Truth Tables

Davis-Putnam Nullstellensatz

Polynomial CalculusResolution

Cutting Planes

Frege

AC0-Frege

ZFC

P/poly-Frege

PCR

Figure 8. Some proof system relationships

The notion of polynomial simulation gives us one natural wayof saying that one proof
system is at least as powerful as another. However, in determining the height of the hierar-
chy we might ask for something a little less.

Definition 1.19. A proof systemU p-dominatesanother proof systemV iff there is a
polynomialf : N ! N such that9P: V aepts (x; P )() 9P 0: jP 0j � f(jP j) and U aepts (x; P 0)

The known hierarchy above is the same if one uses the p-domination criterion instead
of p-simulation. We now use some slightly non-standard but,we hope, evocative terminol-
ogy.

Definition 1.20. U is superiff U p-dominates all other propositional proof systems.U is
super-duperiff U p-simulates all such systems.

Theorem 1.21([40]). If EXP = NEXP then super-duper proof systems exist. IfNEXP =
co-NEXP then super proof systems exist





LECTURE 2
Lower Bounds in Proof Complexity

The first step in proving a lower bound for a proof system is often to find a candidate
hard example for that proof system. Consider, for instance,aC-Frege system. A tautology
seems likely to be hard to prove inC-Frege if thenaturalproof of it requires concepts that
are not computable in circuit complexity classC. For example, Majority is not computable
in AC0 or evenAC0[p℄. This suggests that something counting-related might be hard for
AC0-Frege or evenAC0[p℄-Frege. A second place to look for hard examples is randomly
chosen tautologies or unsatisfiable formulas. These might be hard to prove because they
simply have no particular structure that can be exploited toget a really short proof. We
begin with one of the basic counting principles, the pigeonhole principle, and later show
lower bounds for random formulas and for problems based on graph structures.

2.1. The Pigeonhole Principle

The pigeonhole principlePHPmn says that there is no 1-1 function fromm objects (‘pi-
geons’) ton objects (‘holes’) ifm > n. Theontoversion of this,ontoPHPmn , says that
there is no 1-1, onto function mappingm pigeons ton holes form > n. This can be eas-
ily encoded as an unsatisfiable propositional formula over variablesPij which represent
pigeoni mapping to holej. The clauses ensure that any satisfying assignment to these
variables corresponds to a valid 1-1, onto function fromm pigeons ton holes. There are
four kinds of clauses:

f is total: (Pi1 _ Pi2 _ : : : _ Pin), for i = 1; : : :m
f is 1-1: (:Pij _ :Pkj ), for 1 � i < k � m; j = 1; : : : ; n
f is onto: (P1j _ P2j _ : : : _ Pmj), for j = 1; : : : ; n
f is a function: (:Pij _ :Pik), for i = 1; : : : ;m; 1 � j < k � n

We note here that one often leaves out the function clauses because they are frequently
redundant for lower bounds. One can derive a refutation of the relational form of this
formula from one for the functional form by settingP 0ij = Pij ^ :Pi1 ^ : : : ^ Pi(j�1).
However, if the number of pigeonsm is much larger thann, one does not necessarily need
all the clauses and this conversion may be wasteful.

2.1.1. Usual Inductive Proof ofPHPnn�1
The base case that there is no 1-1 and onto mapping from 2 pigeons to 1 hole is trivially
true. For the inductive step, suppose there is a 1-1 functionf from f : f1; : : : ; ng !

15



16 PAUL BEAME, PROOF COMPLEXITYf1; : : : ; n� 1g. If f(n) = n� 1, thenf restricted tof1; : : : ; n� 1g yields a 1-1 function
into f1; : : : ; n � 2g which is impossible by the inductive hypothesis. Otherwise, define
another mappingg : f1; : : : ; n� 1g ! f1; : : : ; n� 2g by g(i) = f(i) if f(i) 6= n� 1 andg(i) = f(n) otherwise. It is easy to check thatg is 1-1 and onto ifff is. Nowg violates
the inductive hypothesis.

2.1.2. Extended Frege Proof ofPHPnn�1
The inductive proof we gave above can be easily translated into an extended Frege proof.Pij are our original variables as usual. To perform the inductive step, we define new
variablesQij � Pij _ (:Pn(n�1) ^Pi(n�1) ^Pnj) for i = 1; : : : ; n� 1; j = 1; : : : ; n� 2.
We can easily derive the pigeonhole clauses for theQij from those for thePi;j . Unwinding
the argument, defining new variables at each step, if necessary, and ending with the trivial
contradictionPHP 21 yields a short extended Frege refutation ofPHPnn�1.
2.1.3. Cutting Planes Proof ofPHPmn
The problem can be reformulated for cutting planes as follows. The constraints are� Pi1 + Pi1 + : : :+ Pin � 1, for i = 1; : : :m� Pij + Pkj � 1, for 1 � i < k � m; j = 1; : : : n� Pij � 0; Pij � 1, for i = i; : : : ;m; j = 1; : : : ; n
For eachj we first deriveP1j + P2j + : : : + Pmj � 1 inductively. Fork from 3 tom,
suppose we haveP1j + P2j + : : : + P(k�1)j � 1. We derive the inequality withk � 1
replaced byk as follows.

(1) Add(k�2) copies ofP1j+P2j+: : :+P(k�1)j � 1 and one each ofP1j+Pkj � 1
to get(k � 1)P1j + (k � 1)P2j + : : :+ (k � 1)Pkj � 2k � 3

(2) Apply division rule to getP1j + P2j + : : :+ Pkj � 1.

Summing these inequalitiesP1j +P2j + : : :+Pmj � 1 over allj gives that the sum of allPij ’s is at mostn. Moreover, summing up the first set of input inequalities gives us that the
sum of allPij ’s is at leastm. Together these two implym � n and we get a contradiction.

SinceTC0-Frege can be polynomially simulated by Frege proofs this also implies
that there is a polynomial size Frege proof ofPHPnn�1. This latter fact was originally
shown by Buss [24] who showed this directly. The key idea, which can be developed into
the simulation ofTC0-Frege by Frege, is that the usualO(logn) depth polynomial-size
circuits that can compare and compute the sum ofn integers are simple to prove correct.

2.1.4. Resolution Proof ofPHPnn�1
Unlike Frege and cutting planes, resolution requires exponential size to prove the pigeon-
hole principle. This was the first exponential lower bound shown for general resolution.

Theorem 2.1([37, 9]). Any resolution proof ofPHPnn�1 requires size at least2n=20.
Haken’s original proof idea was based onbottleneck counting. One views truth as-

signments as flowing through the proof. Assignments start at� and flow out towards input
clauses. A clause in the proof only allows the assignments itfalsifies to flow through it.
A key property that Haken proved is that at amiddlelevel in the proof, clauses must talk
about lots of pigeons. Such a middle level clause falsifies only a few assignments and thus
there must be many such clauses to let all the assignments flowthrough.

We present here a simplified argument which goes as follows. We show that a partial
assignment to the variables, called a restriction, can be applied to every small proof so that
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(1) every large clause disappears, and (2) the result is still aPHPn0n0�1 proof for some good

sizen0. We also show that every proof ofPHPn0n0�1 contains amedium complexity clause
and further that every medium complexity clause is large. This gets us a lower bound on
the proof size ofPHPnn�1.
Proof. We say a truth assignment isi-critical if it matches alln � 1 holes to all pigeons
but pigeoni. Such an assignment is barely unsatisfying — it always satisfies all 1-1,onto
and function clauses and all but one of the clauses saying that f is total. The only clause it
falsifies isCi = (Pi1_Pi2_ : : :_Pi(n�1)) which says that pigeoni is mapped somewhere.
We will only care about the properties of the clauses in the proof when evaluated on critical
truth assignments.

The properties of critical truth assignments make it convenient to convert each such
clauseC to a positive clauseM(C) that is satisfied by precisely the same set of critical
assignments asC. More precisely to produceM(C), we replace:Pij in C with (Pi1 _: : : P(i�1)j _ P(i+1)j _ : : : _ Pnj).

Given a clauseC, let badpigeons(C) = fi j there is somei-critical assignment�
falsifying Cg. Define the complexity ofC, omp(C) = jbadpigeons(C)j. It is not very
hard to show that every resolution proof of:PHPnn�1 contains a clause of complexityt
betweenn=3 and2n=3. The complexity of each initial clause is at most 1 and the com-
plexity of the final clause� is n. Moreover, if clauseA andB imply a clauseC, thenomp(C) � omp(A) + omp(B). Therefore, ifC is the first clause in the proof withomp(C) > n=3, we must haven=3 < omp(C) � 2n=3. It remains to show thatM(C)
contains a large number of variables.

For omp(C) = t we claim thatM(C) has at least(n � t)t � 2n2=9 distinct literals
mentioned. Fix somei 2 badpigeons(C), and let� be ani-critical truth assignment
with C(�) =FALSE. For eachj 62 badpigeons(C), define thej-critical assignment,�0,
obtained from� by togglingi andj, that is if�0 mapsi to the same placel that j was
mapped to in�. Now C(�0) =TRUE sincej 62 badpigeons(C) and, further,� and�
differ only in that�0 mapsi to l rather thanj to l. SinceC andM(C) agree on all critical
assignments andM(C) is positive, it must contain the variablePil. This argument may be
applied for everyi 2 badpigeons(C) andj =2 badpigeons(C), yielding the size bound onM(C).

Finally, we describe the restriction argument that gets us the desired result. Restric-
tions in this case are partial assignments that map certain pigeons to certain holes. To map
a pigeoni to holej, we setPij to TRUE and set all otherPik orPkj to FALSE. This reducesPHPnn�1 to PHPn0n0�1, wheren0 = n � 1. To complete the proof, let us call a positive
clauselarge iff it has at leastn2=10 literals. Assume, for a proof by contradiction, that
there is some resolution proof ofPHPnn�1 with at mostS < 2n=20 clausesC such thatM(C) is large. On average, restricting aPij to TRUE will satisfy S=10 of all large clauses
because large clauses each have1=10 of all variables. Choose aPij that satisfies the most
large clauses. This restriction decreases the number of large clauses by a factor of 9/10.
Now repeat such a restrictionlog9=10 S < 0:329n times. The remaining proof provesPHPn0n0�1 for somen0 such that2(n0)2=9 > n2=10 and does not have any large clauses.
This is a contradiction because such a refutation, from whatwe saw in the previous para-
graph, must have a clause of size at least2(n0)2=9 which qualifies as a large clause even
for PHPnn�1. �
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2.2. Width vs. Size of Resolution Proofs

LetF be a set of clauses over variablesx1; : : : ; xn andwidth(F ) be the number of literals
in the largest clause inF . If P is a resolution proof ofF , width(P ) is the number of literals
in the largest clause inP . Letproofwidth(F ) denote the minimum of all proofsP of F ofwidth(P ). The following theorems due to Ben-Sasson and Wigderson andbased on ideas
of Clegg, Edmonds, and Impagliazzo relate size lower boundson P to lower bounds onwidth(P ).
Theorem 2.2([13]). Every Davis-Putnam (DLL)/tree-like resolution proof ofF of sizeS
can be converted to one of widthdlog2 Se+width(F ).
Proof. We show this by induction on the size of the resolution proof.Clearly, the claim
holds forS = 1. Assume that for all setsF 0 of clauses with a tree-like resolution refutation
of sizeS0 < S, there is a tree-like resolution proofP 0 of F 0 with width(P 0) � dlog2 S0e+width(F 0).

x x

x x x x

Λ Λ Λ

x

< S< S   S/2

 w

 w  w  w  w

x  w

Figure 1. Converting small size proof to one of small width

Now consider a tree-like resolution refutation of sizeS of a setF of clauses and letx be the last variable resolved on to derive the empty clause�. Clearly, one of the two
subtrees at the top has size at mostS=2 and the other has size strictly smaller thanS.
W.l.o.g. let these be the left and the right subtree, respectively. Also assume:x comes
from the left subtree andx from the right as in Figure 1.

Since we can prove:x fromF in size at mostS=2, we can also prove� fromF jx 1
in size at mostS=2. The induction hypotheses now implies that we can also derive� fromF jx 1 in width at mostw � 1 = dlog2(S=2)e+width(F ) = dlog2 Se+ width(F ) � 1.
Adding :x to each of the clauses in this proof lets us derive:x from F in width w =dlog2 Se + width(F ). In a similar way, starting with the right subtree, which is of size
strictly smaller thanS, we can derive� from F jx 0 in width at mostw = dlog2 Se +width(F ).

Now use a copy of the left sub-tree to resolve with each leaf clause of the right subtree
that contains anx (see Figure 1). This allows us to eliminatex right at the bottom of the
right subtree, and we are effectively left withF jx 0. From what we said before, we can
now derive� from this in widthdlog2 Se+width(F ). This completes the proof. �
Corollary 2.3. Any Davis-Putnam (DLL)/tree-like resolution proof ofF requires size at
least2(proofwidth(F )�width(F )).
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Theorem 2.4([13]). Every resolution proof ofF of sizeS can be converted to one of widthp2n lnS +width(F ).
Proof. The key idea behind this proof is to repeatedly find the most popular literals ap-
pearing in large clauses in the given resolution proof. Resolving on these literals at the
very beginning allows us to keep the width of the whole proof small.

Let us call a clauselarge if it has width at leastW = p2n lnS. Since there are at
most2n literals and at leastW of them appear in any large clause, an average literal must
occur in at leastW=2n fraction of large clauses. Letk be such that(1 �W=2n)kS � 1.
By an easy calculation this holds ifk � p2n lnS. We show by induction onn andk that
anyF with at mostS large clauses has a proof of width� k + width(F ). The base case
is trivial. Assume now that the theorem holds for all smallervalues ofn andk.

Choose the literalx that occurs most frequently in large clauses and set it to 1. This,
by what we have already observed, will satisfy at least aW=2n fraction of large clauses.
What we get as a result is a refutation ofF jx 1 with at mostS(1�W=2n) large clauses.
By our induction hypothesis,F jx 1 has a proof of width at mostk�1+width(F ). Hence
there is a derivation of:x fromF of width at mostk +width(F ).

Now considerF jx 0. If we restrict the proof ofF which has at mostS large clauses,
we get a proof ofF jx 0 with at mostS large clauses and involving one less variable.
The induction hypothesis implies that there is a refutationof F jx 0 of width at mostk +width(F ).

As in the proof of tree-like resolution case, we use the derivation of:x from F in
width at mostk + width(F ) at each leaf of the proof and resolve:x with each clause
of F containingx to getF jx 0. We now use the refutation of the latter set in widthk +width(F ). �
Corollary 2.5. Any resolution proof of F requires size at leaste(proofwidth(F )�width(F ))2=(2n).

We note that this relationship between width and size is nearly optimal for general
resolution (at least for formulas with low resolution complexity) as shown by the following
result:

Theorem 2.6 ([17]). There is a family of formulasfFng in n variables with constant
clause width that have polynomial-size resolution proofs but require resolution proof width
(pn).

Together with Theorem 2.2, this implies an exponential separation between tree reso-
lution and general resolution.

Corollary 2.7. There is a family of formulasfFng in n variables having polynomial-size
resolution proofs but requiring Davis-Putnam (DLL)/tree-resolution proofs of size2
(pn).

Such a separation was originally proved in [16] using tautologies related to graph
pebbling. As shown in [13] one can in fact use slightly different tautologies based ongraph
pebbling other families of graphs and a separate argument toshow that Davis-Putnam
(DLL)/tree-like resolution can require2
(n= logn) proofs for formulas that have polynomial
size proofs in general resolution.

2.3. Resolution Proofs Based on the Width-Size Relationship

GivenF , a set of unsatisfiable clauses, lets(F ) be the size of the minimum subset ofF
that is unsatisfiable. Define theboundaryÆF of F to be the set of variables appearing in
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exactly one clause ofF . Let thesub-critical expansionof F bemaxs�s(F )minfjÆGj : G � F; s=2 � jGj < sg
The following lemma, which is depicted in Figure 2, relates proof width to sub-critical
expansion ofF .

Lemma 2.8([26]). If P is a resolution proof ofF , thenwidth(P ) � e(F ).
V�)�

Λ

V���WR�V

*

FRQWDLQV δ *

Figure 2. Relating proof width to sub-critical expansion

Proof. Given a clauseC in P and a collection of clausesG � F , write G )P C if all
the clauses inG are used inP to deriveC. In a resolution proof, if a literal appears in a
clauseC then the only way it can be removed from clauses derived usingC is if the literal
is resolved with its negation. Therefore, ifG )P C then every variable inÆG appears inC and sowidth(C) � jÆGj.

Define the complexity,ompP (C), of a clauseC in P to be the size of the setG � F
such thatG )P C. By definitionompP (�) � s(F ) andompP (C) = 1 for any clause
in F . Furthermore,ompP is subadditive,ompP (C) � ompP (A) _ ompP (B) if C is
a resolvent ofA andB. For anys � s(F ), the last clauseC in P with ompP (C) < s
satisfieswidth(C) � jÆGj for some setG � F with s=2 � jGj < s. Maximizing over all
choices ofs � s(F ), we getwidth(P ) � e(F ). �
Corollary 2.9. Any Davis-Putnam/DLL proof ofF requires size at least2e(F ) and any
resolution proof requires size at least2
(e2(F )=n).
2.3.1. Randomk-CNF Formulas

Define a random distributionF kn;� on the set ofk-CNF formulas inn variables by choosingm = �n clauses independently and uniformly from among the2k�nk� clauses of lengthk. � here is thedensityof the formula. ForF chosen from this distribution we writeF � F kn;�. It is well known that the typical satisfiability propertiesof such randomk-CNF
formulas are determined by a density threshold [33]. Random formulas with density more
than the threshold are asymptotically almost surely (a.a.s.) unsatisfiable, whereas those
with density below the threshold are a.a.s. satisfiable.

For random formulas whose density is not too large, we can show that any resolution
proofs of their unsatisfiability are almost surely super-polynomial, as stated more precisely
in the following theorem:
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Theorem 2.10.For F � F kn;�, almost certainly for any� > 0,

(1) Any Davis-Putnam (DLL) proof ofF requires size at least2 n�2=(k�2)+� .
(2) Any resolution proof ofF requires size at least2 n�4=(k�2)+� .

This result implies that randomk-CNF formulas are provably hard for the most com-
mon proof search procedures which are DLL type. In fact, thishardness extends well
beyond the threshold. Even at density� = n1=3, current algorithms for random 3-CNF
have qualitatively the same asymptotic complexity as the best known factoring algorithms,
for example.

The proof of this theorem is based on properties of random hypergraphs. LetF be
a hypergraph. Denote byÆF theboundaryof F , which is the set of degree 1 vertices ofF . The density ofF is the ratio of the number of hyperedges to the number of vertices.
We say that a subset ofF has a system of distinct representatives (see Figure 3) iff with
each hyperedge inF , we can associate a unique vertex (a representative) belonging to that
hyperedge. LetsH(F ) be the size of minimum subset ofF that does not have a system of
distinct representatives. Define thesub-critical expansion, eH(F ), of F aseH(F ) = maxs�sH (F )minfjÆGj : G � F; s=2 � jGj < sg:
Hall’s Theorem allows us to get lower bounds onsH(F ) for random hypergraphs:

Theorem 2.11(Hall’s Theorem). A hypergraphF has a system of distinct representatives
iff every subgraph ofF has density at most 1.

variables/nodes

clauses/edges

representatives

Figure 3. System of distinct representatives

The expansion of a hypergraphF is also related to the densities of its subgraphs, so
we can analyze bothsH(F ) andeH(F ) by looking at the density of subgraphs ofF .

A k-CNF formula can be associated with hypergraphs in a naturalway, where each
variable becomes a vertex and each clause becomes an edge. This mapping discards the
distinction between a variable and its negation, but is sufficient for proving useful results.
It is easy to see that if the hypergraph has a system of distinct representatives, then the
correspondingk-CNF formula is satisfiable and a satisfying assignment can be obtained
by setting each representative to satisfy the clause which it represents. With this translationsH(F ) � s(F ) andeH(F ) � e(F ).
Lemma 2.12. If F � F kn;�, then almost certainly

(1) s(F ) = 
 � n�1=(k�2) �, and
(2) e(F ) = 
 � n�2=(k�2)+� � for any� > 0.
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Proof. The proof of this lemma is based on the fact that ak-uniform hypergraph of density
bounded below2=k, say2=k � �, has average degree bounded below 2. This implies that
a constant fraction of its nodes are in its boundary. Fix a setS of vertices/variables of sizer. The probabilityp that a single edge/clause lands inS is at most(r=n)k. Therefore the
probability thatS contains at leastq edges is at mostPr[B(�n; p) � q℄ � �e�npq �q � �e�rk�1nk�1 �q
To get a bound ons(F ), we apply this forq = r + 1 for all r up tos using union bound:Pr[s(F ) � s℄ � sXr=k�nr��e�rk�1nk�1 �r+1� sXr=k�ner �r �e�rk�1nk�1 �r+1� sXr=k ren �e2�rk�2nk�2 �r+1
This quantity iso(1) in n for s = O(n=�1=(k�2)). In a similar way, we get a bound one(F ) by summing the probability forq = 2r=(k + �0) for all r betweens=2 ands.Pr[e(F ) � s℄ � sXr=s=2�nr��e�rk�1nk�1 �2r=(k+�0)� sXr=s=2�ner �r �e�rk�1nk�1 �2r=(k+�0)� sXr=s=2 e1+(k+�0)=2�rk�1�(k+�0)=2nk�1�(k+�0)=2 !2r=(k+�0)
This iso(1) in n for s = �(n=�2=(k�2��0)). �
2.3.1.1.Upper Bound.We end this section by giving an upper bound for Davis-Putnam
(DLL) proofs randomk-CNF formulas. Recall the simple Davis-Putnam (DLL) algorithm
shown in Lecture 1, Figure 3.

Theorem 2.13([6]). For F � F kn;� and� above the satisfiability threshold, the simple
Davis-Putnam (DLL) algorithm almost certainly finds a refutation of size2O� n�1=(k�2) �nO(1):

We only sketch the argument. Look at 2-clauses(x _ y) as edges(�x; y) and(�y; x)
in a directed graph with literals of the formula as vertices.The formula is unsatisfiable
is there is a contradictory cycle, i.e. one that contains both x and�(x) for some variablex. It can be shown that after setting
 � n�1=(k�2) � variables, at least half the variables left
are almost certainly in contradictory cycles in the directed graph of the 2-clauses in the
residual formula. But now a few splitting steps will pick oneof these almost surely and
setting the unit clauses will end the algorithm.
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2.4. Nullstellensatz and Polynomial Calculus Lower Bounds

2.4.1. Pigeonhole Principle

The Pigeonhole principle has a natural representation in terms of polynomials. Iff is a
mapping from pigeons to holes andPij is a variable saying pigeoni is mapped to holej,
then the following equations ensure that any good assignment to Pij ’s is a valid mapping.

f is total: Pi1 + Pi2 + : : :+ Pin � 1 = 0, for i = 1; : : : ; n
f is 1-1: PijPkj = 0, for 1 � i < j � m; j = 1; : : : n
f is onto: P1j + P2j + : : :+ Pmj � 1 = 0, for j = 1; : : : ; n

We can simply sum up all the total equations and subtract the onto equations to get0 = 1. This gives a degree 1 Nullstellensatz proof ofontoPHPmm�1. In general, we have
the following bounds:

Theorem 2.14([7]). If pk is the largest power ofp dividingm � n andn > p2k, then
Nullstellensatz proofs ofontoPHPmn overGF (p) have degree at least2k and at mostpk.

However, if the onto equations are missing, the degree required can be much larger.

Theorem 2.15([51]). Polynomial Calculus proofs ofPHPmn require degreen=2 for anym and any field.

2.4.2. Counting Principles

Let Count2n+12 denote the tautology stating that one cannot perfectly match members of
an odd size set. More generally, ifr does not dividem, let Countmr denote the fact that
there is no perfectr-partition ofm objects. We will encodeCountmr as a set of polynomial
equations. LetE = f1; : : : ;mgr be the set of all sizer subsets off1; : : : ;mg. In other
words,E forms a completer-uniform hypergraph overm vertices. For eache 2 E, we
have a variablexe. Then there are two sets of equations:

(1) Every point is covered:1�Pe;i2e xe = 0, for i = 1; : : : ;m
(2) Edges are disjoint:xexf = 0, for all e 6= f 2 E s.t. e \ f 6= �

Exercise 2.16.Prove thatCountmr is easy to refute overZr.
2.4.3. Tseitin Tautologies

LetG(V;E) be a given (low-degree) graph with 0-1chargeson its nodes. Further, assume
that the total charge on the graph is odd. Then by the usual ‘hand-shaking theorem’ in
graph theory there is no way to put 0-1 weights on the edges of the graph such that the
charge on each vertex is the parity of the weights on the edgestouching that vertex.

A natural way to represent these tautologies would be to use equations modulo 2.
In fact, it is easy to give a degree 1 proof of the Tseitin tautologies over any field of
characteristic 2. However, we will be interested in the sizeof their proofs in fields on other
characteristic. For this we will use the so-calledFourier basisf1;�1g to represent the
charges and weights. If we have a variablex overf0; 1g, we form an equivalent variabley
overf1;�1g by settingy = (�1)x, or, equivalently, by the linear transformy = 1� 2x.
The equation forcing variables to take legal values now becomesy2 � 1 = 0 and the
fundamental contradiction is1 = �1. This transformation is convenient for expressing
parity: x1 � x2 � : : :� xk = 0 becomesy1y2 : : : yk = 1.

Exercise 2.17.Show that this transformation to Fourier basis preserves the degrees of
proofs.
Hint: Use the fact that transformation is linear.
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For Tseitin formulas in the Fourier basis over a field of characteristic different from
2, there is a variableye for eache 2 E. ye takes values inf1;�1g and the constraining
equation isy2e = 1. The Equation saying that the parity of edge weights is equalto the
charge of the vertex are:

Qe;v2e ye = (�1)harge(v) for everyv 2 V . The degree of these
polynomial equations equals the degree of the graph. We havethe following lower bounds
for Tseitin tautologies expressed in this form.

Theorem 2.18. There is a constant degree graphG such that a Tseitin tautology forG
with all charges 1 requires

(1) degree
(n) to prove in the Nullstellensatz proof system[36],
(2) and degree
(n) to prove in Polynomial Calculus[22].

These results use expander graphs.

Definition 2.19. Let G = (V;E) be a graph.G hasexpansion� iff every subsetS of at
mostjV j=2 vertices has at least(1 + �)jSj neighbors.

Theorem 2.20([34]). Constant degree regular (bipartite) graphs with constant expansion� > 0 exist.

We now sketch the proof of Theorem 2.18 using a constant-degree graphG with ex-
pansion� > 0. Considering such graphs yields a degree lower bound of�n=8 for Nullstel-
lensatz and Polynomial Calculus proofs of Tseitin tautologies.

Proof. For S � V , let E(S) � E be the edges ofG with one end-point inS and one
outsideS. Expansion� > 0 impliesE(S) � �jSj > 0 for all setsS of size at mostn=2.

Each input equation for any Tseitin tautology has two terms and is of a special form.
We can think of the equation as an equivalence between two monomials where every mono-
mial corresponds to the parity of a subset of edges. Each equivalence corresponds to the
parity of the set of edges leaving a small non-empty set of vertices. We initially start with
just a single vertex and then use expansion properties ofG to increase the size of this set of
vertices. Since the Fourier basis is essentially equivalent to equations modulo 2, we will,
for simplicity of reasoning, think of the problem as operating on mod 2 equations. Starting
with an equation and applying an equivalence between monomials corresponds to adding
the equations modulo 2.

Given a setS of vertices, let�S denote the sum of of the original edge variables (in the
0-1 basis) leavingS. We show that if the degree of the proof is small then every equation
derived in the proof will be of the form�S = jSj (mod 2). We start withS = fvg and
all charges are 1. If we add two equations�S = jSj (mod 2) and�S0 = jS0j (mod 2),
then combining these two equations gets us�S�S0 = jS�S0j (mod 2), where� is the
set difference operator. If we always havejS�S0j � n=2, thenjE(S�S0)j > 0. This
means there will be an edge going out ofS�S0 and we will not reach a contradiction since
a contradiction contains no variables. However, if we startwith sets of size at mostn=4,
then this won’t happen. By the expansion property ofG, sets of size more thann=4 have
at least�n=4 edges leaving them. Hence, if one is working with sums of fewer than�n=4
terms, one won’t see such sets.

We now must translate back to the original polynomials. Eachbinomial equation
corresponds to a parity summation equation with some portion of the equation in each
monomial. If each of these monomials has degree less than�n=8, then the corresponding
parity equation has fewer then�n=4 terms and as above we cannot reach a contradiction.
Hence the degree of any proof has to be more than�n=8 for graphs with expansion�. �
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This lower bound for Tseitin tautologies has many implications.

Corollary 2.21 ([22]). (1) We can reduce Tseitin tautologies toCount2n+12 . This
implies an
(n) degree lower bound forCount2n+12 for all fieldsK with har(K) 6=2.

(2) We can generalize Tseitin tautologies toTseitin(p) where we encode in exten-
sion fields havingpth roots of unity instead of using the Fourier basis. This gives
us similar degree lower bounds ifhar(K) 6= p.

(3) We can reduceTseitin(p) to Countpn+1p . This implies
(n) degree lower
bounds forCountpn+1p for all fieldsK with har(K) 6= p.

The degree lower bounds above apply to PCR as well as to the polynomial calculus
since any PCR proof can be translated to polynomial calculusproof preserving the degree.
The following exercise allows one to derive size lower bounds as well.

Exercise 2.22([2]). Show how the resolution relationships between size and width apply
to PCR using size and degree.

We derived resolution lower bounds for randomk-CNF formulas using sub-critical
expansioneH(F ). Those bounds also translate to systems with polynomial equations.

Lemma 2.23([12]). The degree of any PCR, Polynomial Calculus or Nullstellensatz proof
of unsatisfiability ofF is at leasteH(F )=2 if the characteristic of the underlying field is
not 2.

Proof. We merely sketch the argument. First convert a givenk-CNF formula into strength-
ened parity equations in a natural way. For example, clause(x1 _ :x2 _ x3) translates tox1+ (x2 +1)+ x3 = 1 (mod 2), i.e.x1 +x2 + x3 = 0 (mod 2). Clearly, if the original
formula is unsatisfiable then the new system of equations will not have a solution. The goal
of an unsatisfiability proof is to derive the contradiction0 = 1 (mod 2) by adding collec-
tions of equations modulo 2. The transformation to the Fourier basis is also straightforward
provided the field’s characteristic is not 2.

As was the case with proofs of the Tseitin tautologies, everypolynomial calculus proof
can be viewed as substituting equivalent monomials for eachother and thus of operating
in the realm of parity equations. The degree of the polynomial calculus proof is at least
half the number of variables appearing in the longest parityequations. In analogy with the
boundary property of the resolution rule, if we have a variable that appears in precisely
one of the equations used in deriving a given conclusion, then that variable must appear in
the conclusion. Then, by the same reasoning as with resolution, the number of variables
in the longest equation in such a proof is at leasteH(F ) and thus the degree is at leasteH(F )=2. �

This gets us the following lower bounds for randomk-CNF formulas for PCR, Poly-
nomial Calculus and Nullstellensatz.

Theorem 2.24. For randomk-CNF formulas chosen fromFkn;�, almost certainly for any� > 0, any PCR, Polynomial Calculus or Nullstellensatz refutation over a fieldK withhar(K) 6= 2 requires degree at leastn=�2=(k�2)+� and size at least2�n=�4=(k�2)+�
.





LECTURE 3
Automatizability and Interpolation

Our bounds for proof systems have all applied tonon-deterministicalgorithms. Bound-
ing the size of such proofs was useful in relation to the goal of provingNP 6= co-NP. The
proof system definition, however, didn’t say anything abouthow costly it is to find a short
proof in the given proof system. Whereas short proofs might exist, finding them may not
be easy.

3.1. Automatizability

Definition 3.1. Given a proof systemV for a languageL and a functionf : N � N ! N,
we say thatV is f(n; S)-automatizableiff there is an algorithmAV such that given any
inputx with jxj = n, if x 2 L, thenA outputs a proofP in V of this fact in time at mostf(n; S), whereS is the size of the shortest proof ofV of the fact thatx 2 L.

Definition 3.2. We say thatV is automatizableiff it is f(n; S)-automatizable for some
functionf that isnO(1)SO(1), i.e. it is possibly to find a proof in time polynomial in the
size of the smallest one.

The results relating size and width allow us to derive weak forms of automatizability
for resolution. We recall:

Theorem 3.3([13]). Every Davis-Putnam (DLL) or tree-like resolution proof of sizeS for
a CNF formulaF can be converted to one of widthdlog2 Se+width(F ).
Corollary 3.4 ([27, 9, 13]). Tree-like resolution isSO(logn)-automatizable.

Proof. There are only2logS� nlog S� = nO(logS) = SO(logn) clauses of size at mostlogS.
We can run a breadth-first resolution only deriving clauses of width at mostlogS. Space
requirements can be reduced to polynomial by making the search recursive. �
Theorem 3.5([13]). Every resolution proof of sizeS for a CNF formulaF can be con-
verted to one of widthO(pn logS) + width(F ).
Corollary 3.6 ([13, 9]). General resolution is2O(pn logS log n)-automatizable.

It is not hard to see that if one has an upper boundd on the degree of a Nullstellensatz
refutation then one solve for the coefficients of the polynomials using linear algebra in timenO(d). Clegg, Edmonds, and Impagliazzo extended this to linear algebra arguments using
the more general polynomial calculus. Together with the degree-size relationships of PCR
we obtain:

27
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Theorem 3.7([27, 2]). Tree-PCR and PCR areSO(logn)-automatizable and2O(pn logS logn)-
automatizable, respectively.

Other than these results (and the trivial results that very weak systems such as truth
tables are automatizable) we do not have much in the way of positive results on automati-
zability.

3.2. Interpolation

LetA(x; z) denote a formula over variablesx andz, and letB(y; z) denote one overy andz.

Definition 3.8. If A(x; z)_B(y; z) is a tautology then aninterpolantC for this tautology
is a function such that for any truth assignment� to z,

(1) C(�) = 0 impliesA(x; �) is a tautology, and
(2) C(�) = 1 impliesB(y; �) is a tautology.

The origin of the term interpolant for such a function can be understood by looking at
the following property of interpolants due to Craig:

Theorem 3.9. If A(x; z)! B(y; z) is a tautology then there is an interpolantC with only
free variablesz such thatA(x; z)! C(z) andC(z)! B(y; z).

We can also give a dual definition of an interpolant for the case whenA(x; z)^B(y; z)
is known to be unsatisfiable. Given any assignment� to variablesz, the interpolant says
which one ofA(x; �) andB(y; �) is unsatisfiable.

Definition 3.10. If A(x; z) ^ B(y; z) is unsatisfiable then aninterpolantC is a function
such that for any truth assignment� to z,

(1) C(�) = 0 impliesA(x; �) is unsatisfiable, and
(2) C(�) = 1 impliesB(y; �) is unsatisfiable.

Definition 3.11. Given a propositional proof systemV and a functionf : N ! N, we say
thatV hasf -interpolationiff given an unsatisfiable formula of the formA(x; z)^B(y; z)
with proof sizeS in V , there is a circuit of size at mostf(S) computing an interpolantC
for A(x; z) ^ B(y; z).

Such aV is said to havefeasible interpolationiff f is polynomial. We say thatV has
monotonef -interpolationiff whenever the variablesz occur only negatively inB and only
positively inA, the circuitC is a monotone circuit.

Automatizability and interpolation of a proof systemV are related provided thatV
satisfies a very simple property shared by virtually all proof systems: We say thatV is
closed under restrictioniff for any unsatisfiable formulaF (x; y) and assignment� of truth
values toy, given aV -proofP of F (x; y), one can obtain a proof ofF (x; �) of at most
the same size by subsituting� for y in P .

Lemma 3.12([18]). If V is automatizable and closed under restriction thenV has feasible
interpolation.

Proof. Let f be the polynomial function such thatV is f -automatizable and letAV be the
associated algorithm. Given an unsatisfiable formulaA(x; z)^B(y; z) and an assignment� to z, runAV on inputA(x; z) ^ B(y; z) to get a proofP of sizeS0 � f(S), whereS
is the size of its optimal proof inV . Now runAV on inputA(x; �) for f(S0) steps. If it
finds a proof, setC(�) = 0. Otherwise setC(�) = 1. The key thing to note here is that if



LECTURE 3. AUTOMATIZABILITY AND INTERPOLATION 29B(y; �) has a satisfying assignment� then, sinceV is closed under restriction, plugging�; � into the proofP yields a proof of sizeS0 of unsatisfiability ofA(x; �) ^ B(�; �) =A(x; �). �
Theorem 3.13([39]). Resolution has feasible (monotone) interpolation.

¬¬¬¬x1 ¬¬¬¬x2 x1∨∨∨∨x2∨∨∨∨z y1∨∨∨∨y2∨¬∨¬∨¬∨¬z ¬¬¬¬y1 ¬¬¬¬y2

x1∨∨∨∨x2∨∨∨∨ y1∨∨∨∨y2

x1∨∨∨∨y1∨∨∨∨y2

y1∨∨∨∨y2

y2

ΛΛΛΛ

A(x,z) B(y,z)
¬¬¬¬x1 ¬¬¬¬x2 y1∨∨∨∨y2 ¬¬¬¬y1 ¬¬¬¬y2

y1∨∨∨∨y2

y1∨∨∨∨y2

y1∨∨∨∨y2

y2

ΛΛΛΛ

A(x,1) B(y,1)

z←←←←1

Figure 1. Construction interpolant for resolution

The key idea in the proof of this theorem is that the structureof a resolution proof
allows one to easily decide which clauses cause unsatisfiability under a particular assign-
ment. Consider the refutation tree given in the left portionof Figure 1 and a assignment�
to the variablesz (in this case only a single variable). We can restrict the proof accordingly
to determine which ofA(x; �) andB(y; �) is false. For instance, settingz = 1 in our ex-
ample simplifies the clause(y1 _ y2 _:z) to (y1 _ y2). The clause(x1 _x2 _ z) similarly
gets simplified to 1. Since the original clause(x1 _ x2 _ y1 _ y2) derived from these two
clauses now contains variables that appear in neither of itsparents, it can be simplified to(y1 _ y2) and we no longer need the clause(1) to derive it. This simplification goes on
until we finally get to the tree on the right hand side of Figure1, which gives us a refutation
of B(y; 1) and says thatB(y; z) was the reason the original formula became unsatisfiable
when we setz = 1. It is clear that in general this process will produce a cut that separates
eitherA(x; �) or B(y; �) from the contradiction. Furthermore, which of the two will be
remain is a simple computation given the graph of the proof.

Theorem 3.14([48]). Cutting planes has feasible (monotone) interpolation where the in-
terpolants are circuits over the real numbers.

Theorem 3.15([47]). Polynomial calculus has feasible interpolation.

3.3. Lower Bounds using Interpolation

If we are given a class of circuits for which we know lower bounds and a proof system
whose interpolants are in that circuit class, then we can tryto build a formula whose inter-
polant will be a circuit for a hard problem in the circuit class.

Theorem 3.16. If a proof systemV has feasible interpolation andNP 6� P/poly, thenV
is not polynomially bounded.

Proof. (Sketch) SupposeV does have feasible interpolation and is also polynomially
bounded with boundp. Consider a formulaA(x; z) ^ B(y; z) wherez represents a CNF
formula,A(x; z) says that assignmentx satisfiesz, andB(y; z) says thaty, of length



30 PAUL BEAME, PROOF COMPLEXITYp(jxj), is a proof inV thatz is unsatisfiable. Feasible interpolation for this formula corre-
sponds to a polynomial size circuit that, for each CNF formulaz, tells us which ofA(x; z)
andB(y; z) is unsatisfiable. In other words, it is a polynomial size circuit for deciding
satisfiability, implyingNP � P/poly. (The inequality is strict becauseP/poly is known to
contain undecidable languages that are not inNP). We have been somewhat vague about
precisely how to do the CNF formula encoding of these predicates efficiently but it all can
be worked out. �

We can do more than this in the case that the proof system has monotone feasible
interpolation using the followingclique-coloringformulas.

Definition 3.17. For any n and k < n define the unsatisfiable formulas
clique-colork;n(x; y; z) = A(x; z) ^ B(y; z), saying that then-vertex undirected graphG = G(z) defined by then(n � 1)=2 variableszuv in z has both ak-clique defined byx
and ak � 1-coloring defined byy. More precisely, we code the clique bykn variablesxiv
that areTRUE iff vertex v of G is theith node of thek-clique inG and code the coloring
by (k � 1)n variablesyiv that areTRUE iff vertex v is given theith color in the valid(k � 1)-coloring ofG(z).

(1) A(x; z), the statement thatG = G(z) has ak-clique defined byx contains four
types of clauses. Clauses(Wv xiv) for eachi = 1; : : : k, say that some vertex is
chosen as theith vertex of thek-clique. Clauses(:xiv _ :xju _ zuv) for u 6= v
and alli 6= j say thatu andv cannot both be chosen in thek-clique unless there
is an edge connectingu andv. Clauses(:xiv _ :xjv) for all v and alli 6= j
say that no vertex is counted twice in the clique. Clauses(:xiu _ :xiv) for alliandfor u 6= v say that we don’t waste vertices.

(2) B(y; z), the statement thatG(z) has a(k � 1)-coloring defined byy has two
kinds of clauses. Clauses(Wi yiv) for all v say that each vertex gets a color.
Clauses(:zuv _ :yui _ :yvi) for all i and allu 6= v say that two vertices that
have an edge between them do not get the same color. Clauses(:yvi _ yvj) for
all v and alli 6= j say that a vertex is given only one color.

Observe that thezuv appear only positively inA and only negatively inB. Also any
interpolant ofclique-colork;n(x; y; z) can distinguish between the cases thatG = G(z) has
ak-clique or is(k�1)-colorable. Thus, the celebrated superpolynomial monotone Boolean
circuit lower bounds of Razborov [50] for the k-clique problem and their sharpening to
exponential lower bounds by Alon and Boppana [5] yield lower bounds for any proof
system having monotone feasible interpolation by Boolean circuits.

Theorem 3.18. Any proof systemV that has monotone feasible interpolation by Boolean
circuits is not polynomially bounded. More precisely they require exponential size proofs
of clique-colork;n for k = �(n�).

Pudlák extended the argument of Alon and Boppana for monotone Boolean circuit
lower bounds to the case of monotone real-valued circuits which, together with Theo-
rem 3.14, showed unconditional exponential lower bounds for cutting planes proofs.

Theorem 3.19([48]). Any cutting planes proofs ofclique-colork;n for k = �(n�) are
exponential.
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3.4. Limitations

Under widely believed cryptographic assumptions, sufficiently powerful proof systems do
not have feasible interpolation and our technique for proving lower bounds using interpo-
lation becomes useless for such systems. Krajicek and Pudl´ak showed the first such result
based on a fairly general assumption.

Theorem 3.20([40]). If one-way functions exist, then Frege systems do not have feasible
interpolation.

This was sharpened substantially given more precise assumptions.

Theorem 3.21. If factoring Blum integers is hard, then any proof system that can poly-
nomially simulateTC0-Frege [18, 19], or evenAC0-Frege [15], does not have feasible
interpolation.

Proof. (Idea) Suppose one has a method ofkey agreement, i.e. given two people, one withx and one withy, they can exchange messages and agree on a secret keykey(x; y) so that
even listening to their conversation without knowingx or y, it is hard to figure out what
even a single bit ofkey(x; y) is. Such methods exist if any trapdoor function exists. The
actual proof uses Diffie-Hellman secret key exchange which is as hard as factoring Blum
integers (integers equal to the product of two distinct primes, each congruent to 3 modulo
4) [14].

In the interpolation setting,

(1) the common variablesz will represent the transcript of their conversation,
(2) A(x; z) will say that the player withx correctly computed its side of the conver-

sationz and the last bit ofkey(x; y) is 0, and
(3) B(y; z) will say that the player withy correctly computed its side of the conver-

sationz and the last bit ofkey(x; y) is 1.

Clearly, this is unsatisfiable and any interpolant must be able to compute the low order bit
of the key.

We must encode the computation of each player in such a way that the proof system,
given onlyx andz (or onlyy andz), can prove what the value of the bit is. We can make
the task easier by extendingx with helper extension variables. In the case of the Diffie-
Hellman secret key exchange computing the key requires powering which is definitely not
in AC0 (and probably not inTC0). However, suitable extension variables can be given to
make it easy enough to prove. �

The required hardness for factoring is different in the two cases: to preventTC0-
Frege interpolation only requires superpolynomial hardness, whereas to eliminateAC0-
Frege interpolation requires sub-exponential hardness.

Corollary 3.22. If factoring Blum integers is hard, then any proof system that can polyno-
mially simulateAC0-Frege is not automatizable.
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Figure 2. The interpolation line



LECTURE 4
The Restriction Method

The restriction method is a very useful tool for proving lower bounds in both circuit
complexity and proof complexity. We will motivate this lecture by a result of Håstad whose
original proof used a restriction argument.

Theorem 4.1([38]). Then-bit parity functionx1 � x2 � : : :� xn cannot be computed by
unbounded fan-in circuits of sizeS and depthd unlessS � 2n1=d�1 .
Corollary 4.2. Polynomial-size circuits for parity require
(logn= log logn) depth. In
particular, Parity =2 AC0.
Definition 4.3. Given a setX of Boolean variables, arestriction� is a partial assignment
of values to the variables ofX , i.e.� : X ! f0; 1; �g where�(xi) = � indicates that the
variablexi is not assigned any value by this restriction.

If F is a function, formula or circuit, we writeF j� for the result of substituting�(xi)
for eachxi such that�(xi) 6= �. Note that in the case of formulas or circuits, as was the case
when we created residual formulas based on partial assignments for the DLL procedure,
we usually view this as simplifying the structure of the resulting formula or circuit. We
will however also need to consider the situation where we do not simplify the formula or
circuit but merely plug in values for the inputs. This will bedenoted usingF j� instead ofF j�.

In what follows, we will allow circuits to have unbounded fan-in but restrict connec-
tives to_ and:. Thedepthof a formulaF (circuit C) is then defined as the maximum
number of_’s on any path from an input to an output. Formulas or circuitsin standard
CNF or DNF form, for instance, have depth 2.

Restrictions simplify functions, circuits or formulas that we have. GivenF = (Wi xi_Wj :xj), a single assignment�(xi) = 1 or �(xj) = 0 makesF j� a constant. Thus the
simplification we obtain by restricting a small set of variables is typically substantially
more than the number of variables we set. To prove a lower bound saying that small circuitsC cannot compute a complex functionf , we demonstrate the existence of a restriction�
such thatf j� is still complicated butCj� is so simple that it obviously cannot computef j�.

4.1. Decision Trees

We begin by introducing the concept of decision trees that wewill associate with each gate
of a circuit or each formula appearing in a proof when using the restriction method.
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Definition 4.4. A Boolean decision treeT is a binary rooted tree such that

(1) each internal node is labelled by some variablexi,
(2) leaf nodes are labelled 0 or 1,
(3) edges out of each internal node are labelled 0 or 1, and
(4) no two nodes on a path have the same variable label.

It is easy to see that every root to leaf path (or branch) of a decision tree corresponds
to a restriction� of the input variables. More precisely, forb 2 f0; 1g; xi  b is in � iff on
that branch, the out-edge labelledb is taken from a node in the branch labelledxi.
Definition 4.5. A decision treeT computes a functionf iff for every branchB of T , the
restriction� corresponding to branchB has the property thatf j� equals the leaf label ofB.

0 1

0 1
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x3 x2

x3x2

x1
0

0
0

0

0

1

1

1
1
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Figure 1. Decision tree forx1 + x2 + x3 � 2
A Boolean decision tree computing the functionf(x) which is 1 ifx1 + x2 + x3 � 2

and 0 otherwise is shown in Figure 1.
Decision trees give a natural way of describing the functionthey compute as a CNF or

DNF formula. Suppose we have a decision tree of heightt computing a functionf . Thenf can be expressed as a DNF formula with term size at mostt by associating a term with
each branch with leaf label 1. In a similar fashionf can be expressed as a CNF formula
with clause size at mostt by associating a clause with each branch with leaf label 0.

In the other direction, there is a canonical conversion fromany DNF formula to a
decision tree computing the same function. We describe thisconversion with an example,F = x1�x3 _ x3x4 _ �x4x6. We first create an unlabelled root node. At any stage of the
algorithm, we pick the deepest and leftmost unlabelled leafnode (which will be the root
node). We select the first term ofF from the left that is not falsified by the assignments in
the path from the root to this unlabelled node (in this case,x1�x3). If there is no such term,
the node is labelled 0. Otherwise, if this term hast variables that have not yet appeared on
the path from the root to this node (heret = 2), we generate a complete binary tree on thet variables appearing in this term and make it a subtree of the current node. The leaf that
corresponds to the term is labelled 1 and for each of the otherleaves we solve the problem
recursively. The full tree created for our example is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Generating canonical decision tree from DNF formula:x1�x3 _ x3x4 _ �x4x6
4.2. Restriction Method in Circuit Complexity

We will call an unbounded fan-in circuit of size at mostS and depth at mostd an(S; d)-
circuit. For functionsf , we will be interested in lower bounds saying that no(S; d)-circuit
computesf . The key idea will be to find a setRS;d(f) of restrictions such that

(1) For any(S; d)-circuit C, there is a restriction� 2 RS;d(f) for which we can
associate a short Boolean decision treeT (g) with each gateg of C such thatT (g) computesgj�.

(2) For any� 2 RS;d(f); f j� cannot be computed by any short decision tree.

Here, by “short” we mean short relative to the number of variables unset by�.
Let us try to find such a set of restrictions for the parity function. We will first note

a few important properties of parity. For any restriction�, Parityj� is either parity or its
negation on the variables that are still not assigned a value. Moreover, both parity and its
negation require decision trees of heightn. (Compare this with OR ofn bits. Any decision
tree for OR also requires heightn but most restrictions of it are constant and therefore only
need height 0.)

To find restrictions for parity, we start at the inputs of the circuit and work upwards
one layer at a time. As we go along, we maintain a current restriction �i and a decision
treeTi(g) for each gateg in the firsti layers such thatTi(g) computesgj�i .

For layer 0, the gates are input variables,�0 is empty and all decision trees have height
1. As we move up from layeri � 1 to layeri, any new gateh is either a negation or an
OR. If h = :g, we letTi(h) beTi(g) with the labels on its leaves flipped from 0 to 1 and
vice versa. The case whenh = (g1 _ : : : _ g`) is more complex. It might happen thathj�i
requires tall decision trees even if allTi(gj) are short. We therefore look for a further small
restriction� to the inputs in the hope of simplifyinghj�i so that we might get a shorter tree.
We would like to chooseone� that simultaneously does this forall unbounded fan-in OR’s
in theith layer (or which there are at mostS).

Let’s postpone the details of how we might find such a� and first see what we would
do if we did have one. We will set�i+1 = �i� and by our assumed properties of�, shortTi+1(h) exist for all gatesh in this layer. For all gatesg below this layer, we will setTi+1(g) = Ti(g)j�. We now continue upward in normal fashion and end by setting� = �d
for the depthd circuit. Since we have been choosing�’s which guarantee short trees, if
the circuit is small, the tree we end up with will be shorter than the number of inputs that



36 PAUL BEAME, PROOF COMPLEXITY� leaves unset. By our earlier observation about restrictions of parity, such a decision tree
must be incorrect. This yields the lower bound.

All that remains now is to get the restriction�. We won’t give a way of finding such a� but only show that one exists using the standard probabilistic method. Instead of going
into the exact details, we here provide a sketch of how the proof works. The idea is to
choose a random small� and prove that it fails to shorten the decision tree for any single
OR gateh in a given layer with probability less than1=S. Since there are at mostS OR
gates in any layer, the probability that there exists an OR gate in this layer which is not
shortened by� will be strictly less than 1, which implies that there must exist a small�
that works.

The the argument relies on the following restatement of a result of Håstad [38]:

Lemma 4.6(Hastad’s Switching Lemma). Letf be a DNF formula in variablesx1; : : : ; xn
with terms of size at mostt. LetRk;n be the set of all restrictions to variablesx1; : : : ; xn
that leave preciselyk variables unset. For� chosen uniformly at random fromRk;n, ifn > 12tk, then the probability that the canonical decision tree forf j� has height at leastt is less than2�t.

Given this lemma, we maintain trees of heightt = log2 S and let the number of
unset variables decrease by a factor of13t = 13 log2 S per layer. The height of the tree
will therefore be less than the number of variables iflog2 S < n=(13 log2 S)d, i.e., iflog2 S < n1=(d+1)=13. If this happens, the circuit cannot compute parity and we get
an exponential lower bound. (Håstad’s argument saves two factors oflog2 S and has a
somewhat better factor than 13, but we do not try to optimize the analysis.)

4.3. Restriction Method in Proof Complexity

In circuit complexity, for each gateg of a given circuit, we defined decision treesT (g) that
precisely computed eachgj� in the circuit. The obvious analog for proof complexity would
be to define a decision tree for each formula (or subformula) that appears in the proof.
However, this cannot possibly work because every formula inthe proof is a tautology and
hence computes the constant function 1.

We get around this problem by using a different notion of decision trees thatapproxi-
mateseach formula so that

(1) The bigger the proof needed for a tautology, the worse approximation we get.
(2) Decision trees are well-behaved under restrictions.
(3) Approximation is particularly bad for the goal formulaF . In fact, we try to show

that any short approximating decision tree forF looks like FALSE and one for
any formula with a short proof looks likeTRUE.

As in the circuit complexity case, we define these decision trees for each subformula
in the proof and tailor decision trees and restrictions toF . Before we go on to describe
this in detail for the bipartite matching decision trees suitable for lower bounds for the
pigeonhole principle, we mention some of the main results derived using this method.

Theorem 4.7([1, 46, 41]). ontoPHPn+1n requires exponential sizeAC0-Frege proofs.

Theorem 4.8([1, 8]). Count2n+12 requires exponential sizeAC0-Frege proofs even givenPHPm+1m as extra axiom schemas.

Theorem 4.9([23]). Countpn+1p requires exponential sizeAC0-Frege proofs even givenCountqm+1q as axiom schemas forq 6= p.
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4.3.1. Matching Decision Trees and theontoPHPn+1n Lower Bound

Consider again the pigeonhole principleontoPHPn+1n fromn+1 pigeons ton holes. LetPij be a variable which isTRUE iff pigeoni is mapped to holej. As in the lower bounds for
resolution proofs of the pigeonhole principle, restrictions here are partial matchings. LetRk;n be the set of all partial matching restrictions that leave exactlyk holes unset. We will
construct a bipartite matching decision tree where queriesare either the name of a pigeon,
in which case the answer is the mapping edge for that pigeon, or the name of a hole, in
which case the answer is the mapping edge for that hole. We do not repeat any name
that was already used higher in the tree and every path corresponds to a partial matching
between pigeons and holes. The leaves are labelled 0 or 1. Thus a decision tree computes a
function that is a disjunction of partial matchings. An example is given in Figure 3, along
with the DNF formula that it computes.
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Figure 3. A matching decision tree with path forP2aP3bP4 highlighted

Matching decision trees can only compute certain types of functions exactly. Say that
a matching decision treeT representsa functionf on thePij variables if for each branch
of T , the restriction� that corresponds to the branch makesf j� constant and equal to the
leaf label on that branch.

Given a refutationP of PHPn+1n , a tree evaluationof P associates a matching deci-
sion treeT (g) with each distinct subformulag of P such that:

(1) Every occurance of the same subformula has the same associated tree.
(2) T (0) is a single node with leaf label0 andT (1) is a single node with leaf label

1.
(3) T (Pij) is the tree that queriesi and has height 1.
(4) T (:g) is T (g) with leaf labels toggled.
(5) The treeT (h) for h = (g1 _ : : : _ g`), represents the the DNF formulaFh =T (g1) _ : : : _ T (g`).

Theheightof a tree evaluation is the height of the largest tree in the evaluation.
Given a DNF formulaFh whose terms correspond to partial matchings, the canonical

conversion ofFh into a matching decision tree results in a tree that representsFh. This is
very similar to the canonical conversion for ordinary decision trees: We go term by term
left to right simplifying future terms based on partial assignments. The major difference
is that for each term, we query both endpoints of every variable in that term rather than
simply querying the variable itself.
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We say thatg evaluates to true under tree evaluationT if and only if every leaf label
of T (g) is 1 andfalseif every leaf label ofT (g) is 0.

Lemma 4.10. LetP be a proof in Frege system each of whose rules has at mosts distinct
subformulas. Ifst � n and T is a tree evaluation, of height at mostt, of the set of
subformulas ofP then all formulas inP evaluate to true underT .

On the other hand one can show:

Lemma 4.11. If t + 1 � n < m andT is a tree evaluation of the subformulas in a proof
of ontoPHPmn thenontoPHPmn evaluates to false underT .

As was the case with the parity argument, however, in generala canonical conversion
to a matching decision tree does not produce small height trees. However, if a matching
restriction is applied then there is an analog of Håstad’s switching lemma saying that the
result of the conversion will probably have small height. Although such results were first
proved in [41, 46], the precise formulation is from [7].

Lemma 4.12. Let Fh be a DNF formula, each of whose terms is a matching of sizes
on the variables ofontoPHPn+1n . If t � 0 and 10 � k � (n=s)1=2=10 then, for�
chosen uniformly at random fromRk;n, the probability that the canonical conversion ofFhj� results in a matching decision tree of height at leastt is less than(1:5k2ps=n)t.

The overall structure then is like the parity argument. We apply restrictions of addi-
tional variables from among those remaining at each level aswe go up through the proof.
In particular, given a matching decision treeT and a partial matching� such that the height
of T is at mostn� j�j, the matching decision treeT j� is obtained by contracting all edges
of T whose label is in� and deleting all edges ofT (and their associated subtrees) whose
labels disagree with�.

One final ingredient is needed to make this work. In the case ofcircuit lower bounds
where restricted circuits were represented exactly it sufficed that if one applied a restriction� to a treeT computingf thenT j� computes the same function asf j�. Here, because of
the tree evaluation must also be consistent in how it associates trees with different instances
of the same subformula, we do not simplify formulasg in the usual way when we apply
a restriction� to producegj�. Instead, we simply plug in the constants at the leaves to
producegj�. As functions, the two are the same but this allows us to preserve some of the
distinctions between subformulas that were distinct priorto restriction. This allows us to
say that restrictions preserve tree evaluations.

Lemma 4.13. If T is a tree evaluation of heightt of a set� of formulas on the variables
of ontoPHPn+1n that is closed under subformulas and� is a matching restriction withj�j+ t � n then the mapT � given byT �(g) = T (g)j� is a tree evaluation of�j�.

Furthermore one must strengthen Lemma 4.11 to:

Lemma 4.14. If � is a matching restriction andt + j�j + 1 � n < m andT is a tree
evaluation of the subformulas in a proof ofontoPHPmn j� thenontoPHPmn j� evaluates
to false underT .

The exponential lower bound follows by maintaing tree evaluations of heightt =log2 S. In order to do this, the number of holesni whose matching is undetermined after
each leveli is given by the recurrencen0 = n, ni+1 = (ni=9 log2 S)1=4. This yields ex-
ponential lower bounds of the form2n�d for depthd proofs, where�d decays exponentially
in d.
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4.3.2. BeyondPHPn+1n
One can add extra axioms and get the same sorts of restrictions and matching decision
trees. To be able to use these extra axioms, one must also prove that they convert to trees
with all 1’s on their leaves. Surprisingly, this follows from Nullstellensatz degree lower
bounds for the extra axioms.

Truth Tables

Davis-Putnam Nullstellensatz

Polynomial CalculusResolution

Cutting Planes

TC0-Frege

AC0-Frege

Extended Frege

Frege

PCR

AC0[p]-Frege

Figure 4. The frontier of super-polynomial proof system lower bounds





LECTURE 5
Other research and open problems

Here we give a brief outline of other research and open problems on a number of
topics in proof complexity. The reader is also referred to [56] and [10] for complementary
surveys of proof complexity and a list of additional open problems.

Subsystems of Resolution.There are a number of subsystems of resolution other than
tree-resolution that seem to have relevance for proof search algorithms. These includereg-
ular resolution, first studied in Tseitin’s foundational 1968 paper, in which any path in the
proof cannot resolve on the same variable more than once, andlinear resolution, in which
each resolution step must use the clause created in the previous step. Exponential lower
bounds that separate these subsystems from tree resolutionand from general resolution
exist for each of them (see [3, 21, 17]).

Weak Pigeonhole Principle.For PHPmn , the resolution lower bounds proved here
are non-trivial only whenm < n2= logn. What happens whenm � n, e.g.m = 2n�?
This is a fundamental question since proof systems unable toprove these weak versions
of the pigeonhole principle cannot express the difference between polynomial-size and
exponential-size quantities. Exponential lower bounds onthe resolution proof size of this
very weak pigeonhole principle were first given for regular resolution [45], then extended
to general resolution [49] and improved in [52, 54]. Following a framework given in [51],
this shows that resolution cannot prove natural formalizations ofNP 6� P/poly, since in
particular it cannot prove thatSAT is not computable by a polynomial-size DNF formula.
In the other direction, it is known thatPHPmn has quasi-polynomial size depth 2 Frege
proofs form � (1 + �)n [44, 43] and it is not known whether polynomial-sizeAC0-Frege
proofs of this weak pigeonhole principle are possible. For much more on these questions,
see the excellent survey [53].

Polynomial Calculus and PCR.The only methods given for explicit bounds for these
proof systems in Lecture 2 were for binomial systems of equations. Also, the lower bounds
for random formulas based on parity equations did not work for characteristic 2. Some
general criteria for polynomial calculus lower bounds havebeen given in [4] and these also
yield exponential lower bounds for random formulas in characteristic 2.

Random Formulas.Random formulas have been shown to be hard for resolution. An
open problem is to show they are hard even for cutting planes or for depth 2 Frege systems.
The problem with the latter is that forAC0-Frege, all we know is the restriction method and
restriction families seem to almost certainly falsify random formulas. It seems reasonable,
however, to conjecture that random formulas are hard even for Frege systems.

41
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Space in Proof Complexity.Natural notions of the space required to produce proofs
in resolution and PCR are given in [32, 2]. In particular, a tight relationship is shown be-
tween tree-resolution proof size and clause space. Using this relationship, the lower bound
for DLL proofs of random formulas given in Lecture 2 has been improved to roughly match
the upper bound [11]. This does not seem to improve the bounds for general resolution.

AC0-Frege.We are far from a general method forAC0-Frege lower bounds. The
only method we described here forAC0-Frege lower bounds has involved restrictions and
switching lemmas. Recently, Ben-Sasson has given a useful notion of reduction among
tautologies applicable toAC0-Frege and used it to show exponential lower bounds for the
Tseitin tautologies for random graphs.

Cutting Planes.Our only lower bounds for this system are based on interpolation
and the tautologies involved are not as natural as in other lower bounds. Is there another
method that can be applied to this system? Can one prove lowerbounds for arbitrary
Tseitin tautologies?

Lovasz-Schriver Proof Systems.[42]. These systems are like cutting planes but
based on 01-programming. Initial inequalities and the goalare like those in cutting planes.
In addition, one can substitutex for x2 anywhere. The division rule, however, is not
present. One can create non-negative degree two polynomials by multiplying two non-
negative linear quantities or adding the square of any linear quantity. This system polyno-
mially simulates resolution and also can provePHPn+1n efficiently. It has feasible inter-
polation and hence is not polynomially bounded givenNP 6� P/poly. However, no hard
tautology is known for it. One might try to proveCount2n+12 is hard for these systems. A
related question is to see if these systems can polynomiallysimulate cutting planes.

Improved Proof Search.Can we build better algorithms to beat the DLL algorithms
in practice by using properties of PCR? Are there other restrictions of resolution that can
be made more effective in practice?

Harder Questions.Can one prove lower bounds forAC0[p℄-Frege? It is natural to
conjecture thatCountqn+1q is hard for primeq 6= p. Can one prove lower bounds forTC0-
Frege or Frege in general? A candidate for this, suggested byCook, could be the fact thatAB = I ) BA = I for Boolean matrix multiplication.
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